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 Social media, the role of  
Facebook and Twitter as the new 

direction of journalism

In our work we consider our attention to several crucial topics as fea-
ture of working in the multimedia editing of the publication, «Business 
Resource» multimedia newsroom; the role of Twitter, Facebook, and other 
social media as a new direction in journalism. The main aim of this mate-
rial is to introduce the audience with the main tools of mixed journalism 
by practical examples and to explain more about the opportunities that 
social media present.

Key words:  Work on an example of a multimedia edition of Media 
Holding «Business Resource», a multimedia newsroom, the role of Face-
book and Twitter as the new direction of journalism, social media.

Гу ба ше ва Д.Т.,  
Ар ғын баева М.Х.

Әлеу мет тік ме диа,  
Твит тер мен Фейс бук тің  

жур на лис ти ка ның  
жа ңа ба ғы ты ре тін де гі рө лі

 

Бұл ең бек те оқыр ман на за ры на жаз ба ны муль ти ме диалық өң деу 
функ циясы; «Биз нес Ре сурс» муль ти ме диалық жа ңа лық тар топ та ма сы; 
Туит тер, Фейс бук және бас қа да әлеу мет тік ме диа түр ле рі нің жур-
на лис ти ка ның жа ңа ба ғы ты ре тін де гі рө лі сияқ ты бір қа тар ма ңыз ды 
та қы рып тар ды ұсы на мыз. Бұл ма қа ла ның бас ты мақ са ты – әлеу мет-
тік ме дианың мүм кін ші лік те рін тал қы лай оты рып, нақ ты тәжі ри бе лік 
мы сал дар ар қы лы оқыр ман дар ды за ма науи жур на лис ти ка ның не гіз гі 
құ рал да ры мен та ныс ты ру. 

Тү йін  сөз дер:   муль ти ме диалық ре дак ция қыз ме ті, «BusinessRe-
sourse» ме диа-хол дин гі, муль ти ме диалық жа ңа лық топ та ма сы, әлеу-
мет тік ме диа, Туит тер мен Фейс бук тің жур на лис ти ка ның жа ңа ба ғы-
ты ре тін де гі рө лі.

Гу ба ше ва Д.Т.,  
Ар гын баева М.Х.

 Со ци альные ме диа, роль  
Твит те ра и Фэй сбу ка  

как но во го нап рав ле ния  
жур на лис ти ки

В статье сде лан ак цент на ряд важ ных тем: муль ти ме дий ное ре-
дак ти ро ва ние пуб ли ка ций, «Биз нес Ре сурс» муль ти ме дий ный но во ст-
ной ньюс рум; роль Twitter, Facebook и дру гих со ци аль ных ме диа в ка-
че ст ве но во го нап рав ле ния в жур на лис ти ке. Ос нов ная цель дан но го 
исс ле до ва ния – оз на ком ле ние ауди то рии с ос нов ны ми инс тру мен та-
ми сов ре мен ной жур на лис ти ки на конк рет ных прак ти чес ких при ме-
рах, раск ры тие воз мож нос тей со ци аль ных ме диа.

Клю че вые сло ва:  ра бо та муль ти ме дий ной ре дак ции на при ме ре 
ме диахол дин га «Business Resourse», муль ти ме дий ный ньюз рум, роль 
Твит те ра и Фэй сбу ка как но во го нап рав ле ния жур на лиз ма, Со ци-
альные ме диа.
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The face of the world is changing rapidly and in Eurasian 
countries these changes have their own specific elements. 
Objectively, the Euro-Asian media space is much more integrated 
than national economic or social institutions. Here, we must be clear 
in defining the multimedia edition’s use of convergent social media. 
Convergence is a merger in various digital media platforms.  Modern 
media is expanding its range of information and entertainment 
products, using new formats like online newspaper, radio on the 
internet, web TV [1]. 

What are the advantages of new media? First, it ensures that a 
larger number of your audience will be able to absorb information. 
Second, social media actually involves the audience in the process 
of generating media content. The modern user is becoming both a 
consumer and producer of news. The origin of the word convergence 
has Latin base «converge» which means «bring together». In a broad 
sense convergence can be understood not only like interference 
phenomena, but also as interpenetration of technology, washing and 
merging the boundaries between them [2]. In English, convergence 
means «descent at one point.» Pavlikova M. gives the following 
definition, referring to the Canadian media and communications 
researcher Dennis Makueyla: «This propagation of the same 
meaningful product through various channels, with different 
remedies» [3]. There are three types of converged media editions. 

• Multimedia Editing – the process in which the key thing 
is to have special prepared editors for each level of publisher. This 
refers to the separate editorial units that operate together for the 
printed and online versions of the publication.

• Integrated Editing – the process in which united all news 
flow, coming through the main technological course of a publishing 
house. That happens at the level of planning and production, 
providing content, containing all the information channels. In that 
kind of editorial office there is not one person who can be responsible 
for specific information channel. Responsibility for covering news 
on printed and digital platforms lies on the editor’s shoulders in each 
thematic department.

• Cross-media Editing – the process based on the principle 
of mutual exchange of information. This includes the creation, 
processing and distribution contents, which are produced for all 
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editorial platforms. In this process workers from 
different thematic departments create content for 
print and online version of the edition. That helps to 
provide web resources with audio and video content 

.So let see how it looks in practice. If we are 
speaking about Business Resource media holding 
firstly let’s just define its type. It is a cross-media 
edition. It is including publishing newspapers «Биз-
нес & Влас ть», «Қа зақ стан iскерi», magazine 
«РБК Цент раль ная Азия», TV programs «Аз бу ка 
ка пи та ла», «Биз нес.kz», «Сеть», «Со ци аль ный 
Ка за хс тан», «Тер ри то рия тен ге», «Ка за хс тан и 
ми ро вая эко но ми ка». Meanwhile it consists of two 
web sites www.and.kz, www.profinance.kz, and PR-
consulting. In the process of creating content jour-
nalists prepare it immediately for the three different 
platforms: TV, online and newspaper. The editors 
of different departments are sharing this informa-
tion and content. For example, the material from the 
round table about the current situation in the insur-
ance industry was published in three different plat-
forms. A journalist wrote the article for newspaper 
«Биз нес & Влас ть», for web site www.profinance.
kz, and made a short video with a few comments 
reported for TV. Interestingly, that in site the article 
was viewed by about 1,500 users, in newspaper it 
was readied by 15,000 people and in TV it was seen 
by 2 million people. The survey shows that TV is 
still one of the most popular media among people 
however there is a question about the audience de-
mographics. The newspaper «Биз нес & Влас ть» is 
being read by businessman, but the web site is pri-
marily being read by experts and market players. All 
of them comprise a strategic circle of people who 
can become future partners to each other, whereas 
millions of other readers can be their potential cli-
ents. Two different audiences receive information 
through one converging channel. The process of 
writing online texts for different platforms takes 
some time. It depends on the quality and skills of 
journalist. This way of working gives a real oppor-
tunity for news being delivered for different types 
of media and different group of people what makes 
news unique. At the same time the possibility of 
web resources and its variety of functions such as 
storing user information, downloading audio, vid-
eo, and text makes websites much more attractive 
than classic TV and printed media. Also, we should 
consider that journalist need special skill of writing 
for different communication channels. That can be 
challenging for a correspondent, but the reality of 
today’s multimedia environment is that you have to 
be a universal journalist.     
    

The idea of a universal journalist, or new jour-
nalist focuses on a journalist’s ability to determine 
the best format of providing information.  New 
journalists working in convergence editing have to 
know:

•  To write news material for web sites
•  To download audio and video podcasts on 

the internet
•  To record video reports and how to convert 

them
•  To make photos and work in Photoshop 
•  Work fast on a computer
•  To make news via sms
•  To provide information through Wi-Fi 

immediately to issue or site 
•  To have blogs and accounts on social 

networks  [4].
More so, it attracts more advertisement. 

Advertisers are ready to pay for special offers, 
like when media prepares PR articles and publish 
it in different platforms. In the present time it sells 
better and this produces more diversity among 
media because different group of people can gain 
access to the news. Therefore, a bigger number of 
people are exposed to the advertisement.  
Speaking about multimedia editorial we couldn’t 
leave from our focus the question of involving the 
audience and feedback on journalist work. Here, one 
of the most important changes in the paradigm of 
the media business in recent years become transfer 
of the focus from product production (newspapers, 
magazines, radio, and TV broadcasting) of 
creating and maintaining a close and continuous 
communication with the audience, virtual social 
groups with a common way of life and the general 
interest. The audience plays an active role by adding 
photos, videos their own articles, comments to blogs 
enriching and making it as relevant. In other words, 
you can see a living audience, communicate with 
it, feel and touch it. They are those stakeholders for 
whom you are doing the activity and because of their 
communication you get an instrument for further 
improvement your own content, what in the end, 
leads only to an increase your audience. In addition, 
they can give you information, to share with their 
confidential information, and suggest topics for 
future articles. Knowing your audience and its 
needs, you’ll also attract advertisers. The last ones 
still want to see in what, or rather for whom they 
spend their advertising budgets. Thanks to social 
networks, people can communicate with each other 
and modern media companies are developing these 
tools by creating in their departments SMM units 
devoted exceptionally to the promotion company in 
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social networks. In the previous example with the 
media holding «Buisnes Resourse» we can find a 
special page on their site «profinance.kz», which is 
visited daily by over 250 people. It is not so bad 
considering the fact that the largest groups are the 
pages of mobile operators, whose member are on 
average 3000 users. 

One of the main features of the tool organization 
of the joint editorial office is the ability to automate 
the collective work of the editions with different 
time lifecycle. Any paper edition has a periodicity, 
respectively, and its preparation. The electronic 
edition has no accurate time cycle. Work on it is 
a continuous process with a different activity on 
a time. Editorial system for the combined version 
should provide convenient tools of unified editorial 
house of any type of publications. Editors should 
have to prepare material for paper and web at the 
same interface to get feedback from readers of the 

site, collect various «pieces» of content in a single 
basket. In this case, the content format can be 
whatsoever from usual text and photos or audio and 
video files. 

So the Next article entitled «New Pew data: 
More Americans are getting news on Facebook 
and Twitter». (New Pew data: More Americans 
are getting news on Facebook and Twitter http://
www.niemanlab.org/2015/07/new-pew-data-more-
americans-are-getting-news-on-facebook-and-
twitter/) gives such characteristic New study from 
the Pew Research Center and Knight Foundation 
finds that more Americans of all ages, races, genders, 
education levels, and incomes are using Twitter and 
Facebook to consume news.

While the percentage of users receiving news 
from Facebook and Twitter has increased, the total 
percentage of Americans using the social networks 
has remained steady [5].

Work on it is a continuous process with a different activity on a time. Editorial system for the 
combined version should provide convenient tools of unified editorial house of any type of 
publications. Editors should have to prepare material for paper and web at the same interface to 
get feedback from readers of the site, collect various "pieces" of content in a single basket. In 
this case, the content format can be whatsoever from usual text and photos or audio and video 
files.  

So the Next article entitled «New Pew data: More Americans are getting news on 
Facebook and Twitter». (New Pew data: More Americans are getting news on Facebook and 
Twitter http://www.niemanlab.org/2015/07/new-pew-data-more-americans-are-getting-news-on-
facebook-and-twitter/) gives such characteristic New study from the Pew Research Center and 
Knight Foundation finds that more Americans of all ages, races, genders, education levels, and 
incomes are using Twitter and Facebook to consume news. 

While the percentage of users receiving news from Facebook and Twitter has increased, the 
total percentage of Americans using the social networks has remained steady [5]. 

 

  
 
 
Eight percent of U.S. adults use both Facebook and Twitter to find news, according to 

Pew.Though more people are getting their news from the social sites, most Americans still see 
Facebook and Twitter as secondary news sources, the study found. Sixty percent of both Twitter 
and Facebook users said that the sites were “not a very important way” they get their news. 
About half of younger users between the ages of 18 and 34, however, said that the sites were 
“the most important” or “an important” way they get news. Comparatively, 34 percent of 
Facebook users over 35 and 31 percent of Twitter users over 35 said the platforms are among the 
most important ways they get news [6].  

And in the final section I would like to stress the importance of social media in the media 
editors and also its possibility to the journalism. Under the "new media" it is critical to 
understand that any media production is interactive, and distributed by digital methods [7].  

For example, with Twitter, you can ask a question to the community of people or to a 
specific person. In addition you can find a new idea for future article only seeing what the top on 
Twitter is. Also now is becoming popular to use politician’s tweets for writing materials. 

Eight percent of U.S. adults use both Facebook 
and Twitter to find news, according to Pew.Though 
more people are getting their news from the social 
sites, most Americans still see Facebook and Twitter 
as secondary news sources, the study found. Sixty 
percent of both Twitter and Facebook users said that 
the sites were «not a very important way» they get 
their news. About half of younger users between the 
ages of 18 and 34, however, said that the sites were 
«the most important» or «an important» way they 
get news. Comparatively, 34 percent of Facebook 
users over 35 and 31 percent of Twitter users over 

35 said the platforms are among the most important 
ways they get news [6]. 

And in the final section I would like to stress 
the importance of social media in the media editors 
and also its possibility to the journalism. Under the 
«new media» it is critical to understand that any 
media production is interactive, and distributed by 
digital methods [7]. 

For example, with Twitter, you can ask a 
question to the community of people or to a 
specific person. In addition you can find a new 
idea for future article only seeing what the top on 
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Twitter is. Also now is becoming popular to use 
politician’s tweets for writing materials. Nowadays, 
in the west is common to find people via Twitter. In 

this case, it acts as a search engine. In conclusion, 
Twitter teaches us to be resourceful using just 160 
characters. 
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